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Suzuki Parent Education Week II 

Establishing Good Practice Habits, Part 1 

 

“Good habits are worth being fanatical about.” – John Irving 

 

I. What are our current practice habits?  Pop Quiz! 
a. Consistency - Do we practice daily, at the same time, with the same parent? 

 
 

b. Duration – Do we practice a consistent amount of time each session? 
 
 

c. Environment – Is the space conducive to good focus? Are all materials readily available? 
 
 

d. Distractions – What things take us away from productive practice? 
 
 

e. Goals - Is our practice focused on achieving our lesson assignments? 
 
 

f. Review - Do we only do current assignments, or do we improve previous work? 
 
 

g. The Boss – Who is in charge of the pacing, activities, number of repetitions, and timing? 
 
 

h. Evaluation – Who determines what makes a good repetition?  What do you do next? 
 
 

i. Satisfaction – After practicing, do both parent and student feel accomplishment? 
 
 

j. Vision – Are there long and short-term goals for practice?  What are we working toward? 
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II. Where do we start?  Expectations 
a. Clear expectations for what is necessary 

i. Student and parent both know practice is expected, when and where practice 
happens, how long practice will last, and what behavior and focus is required. 

ii. Saying practice happens every day is easier than negotiating how many days each 
week with your child!  There are many Suzuki families who have gone 5+ YEARS 
without missing a day of practice! 

iii. We have lots of good daily habits already: brushing teeth, taking a shower, getting 
dressed, and a bedtime routine.  Treat practice as something as a daily necessity, 
like taking a shower- and even more good habits will follow, like homework. . . 

iv. The violin is very, very difficult.  Emphasize that you are a team working together 
to solve a complicated puzzle, not a parent telling a child what to do. 

b. Before practicing 
i. Take care of predictable distractions before practicing: 

1. Snacks and bathroom break 
2. Occupy siblings with activities 
3. Mute your phone! 

ii. Establish a routine for preparing the practice space: 
1. Consistent, safe, and elevated location for the violin case 
2. Student should know their practice space – “The rug of power” 
3. All items should be within arm’s reach for the parent. 

iii. A few suggestions 
1. Avoid positioning your child so they can see a window or other possible 

distractions. 
2. If possible, have the student facing their case, posters, or a wall/corner 

with minimal features 
3. Once your child is in their space, they must stay there.  “The floor is lava.” 

c. Getting started 
i. Take a bow.  This is the formal beginning of the practice session. 

ii. Only begin when the child is still.  This can take a while. . . 
1. Grounding exercises – feet like roots of a tree 
2. Breathing – big breath in, out for 4, 5, 10 counts 
3. Eye contact – focused eye contact for 10 seconds (and smile) 
4. Getting wiggles out – shake out feet and hands 

iii. In rest position, call and response (from Dr. Suzuki’s school) 
1. Child: “I am ready to learn, thank you for teaching me.” 
2. Parent/Teacher: “Thank you for being willing to learn” 

III. Some homework 
a. With your child, agree on a list of things to take care of before practice.  What things are 

their responsibility, and what things are yours? 
b. Take a picture of your practice space at home this week and email it to me 

IV. Next Week: Establishing Good Practice Habits, Part 2: Structure 


